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Message From the Publisher

Hello, I'm  A.R. Frost

Most of you know me as Big Ugly on the 
Yahoo List, Facebook page, or Google+. 
I have been a long time lurker, and fan of 
Talislanta.

I started playing Talislanta back in 1987 when 
the first Handbook was released. I have ran 
several different Talislanta games over the last 
twenty five years. I even had a web site up 
back in the mid 90's. Called, The World of 
Talislanta. Detailing my game called “The 
Lords of the Southern Rim”.

In an attempt to bring some new life back into 
this game that we all love and cherish. I'm 
starting this new fanzine.

Hopefully it will help some of you in 
persuading your gaming groups to take a 
chance and play Talislanta. Or relight the fires 
in your existing Talislanta group.

I plan on publishing a new issue every three 
months on the 7th of that month. With some 
new ideas about people, places, and 
everything Talislanta. Most of the items used 
to fill this fanzine will come from us the 
players. Be it a cool NPC, small village, or 
special area. The things that we all do in our 
home games to bring Talislanta alive.

I hope you enjoy our combined efforts.

                                               A.R. Frost

A.R. Frost

Special Thanks:
Stephan Michael Sechi

and everyone who has written about,
drawn for, or played Talislanta.

Without all of your hard work and
dedication, the game we all love

wouldn't exist today.
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Introduction:
By: Marques Jordan

   When I first discovered Talislanta back in 2007, I was absolutely smitten.  From the get go, there were 
two things that immediately caught my attention. The first was the quality of the writing in official 
products. The second was the content that filled their pages. This combination struck me as being 
uniquely original. It stood out as a singular achievement in tabletop gaming, both in how it kindled the 
fires of imagination and to what depths it could evoke the passion to gather friends and share adventures.
As the years have gone by my knowledge of tabletop gaming and all it has to offer has grown 
exponentially. I have learned its history, sampled its possibilities, and studied the vast permutations of 
system and setting. However, I have yet to find anything in existence that comes close to the magnum 
opus that is Stephen Sechi’s Talislanta. 
There is a flip side to Talislanta. One more impressive than the game itself, and that is the group of people 
who follow her. Tal’s community of fans and followers show a level of care, support, and dedication, to 
the system and to one another, that is greater than any other network of like minded enthusiasts I have 
ever experienced or known.  Their bond is better described as brotherhood, than mere acquaintance.
Music, literature, philosophy, art, typography, cartography, drafting, languages, personalities, personas, 
locations, equipment, machines, magic, mini-games, and the list goes on. This community has birthed 
amazing works and creative minds have shared their flame and ingenuity since Tal’s birth over 25 years 
ago. Even more incredible is that a large portion of the community is made up of those very same folks 
who first purchased Tal back in 1987.
These individuals have stuck by Mr. Sechi and his creation all these long years, contributing their time and 
money to ensure Talislanta would live on. The release of the entire game line for free in 2010 was said to 
be a reward to the fans for their years of loyalty and support. To this day this remains an unprecedented 
event in the RPG Industry.
I get excited every time I hear about a new fan project that is the works or when someone from the Yahoo 
Mailing List submits new ideas or stats they are working on. Essentially, anything “new” when concerning 
Talislanta is good news and deserves our collective support!
When Allan told me he was planning to start a new Fanzine, I was skeptical. The vast majority of these 
projects, in the past, are simply never realized. Their steam or author interest quickly dies and they move 
on to greener pastures, leaving disappointed hopefuls like myself in their wake.
About six hours after Allan mentioned his fanzine, I had a working first draft in my inbox. Over the next 
few days I continued to receive updates on his progress. He was actively working on it and more 
importantly he is so very passionate. His idea was to have a fanzine that is full of fan submissions. Not 
only does this remove the insane responsibility of generating the fanzine’s full content himself, but it 
ensures a healthy diversity of topics and author styles.
The idea of a fan supported fanzine absolutely floors me. I couldn’t be more excited! I encourage every 
one of you who find something within Shan-Ya’s pages to be of personal use, to consider sharing 
something yourself. To those who do contribute, I thank you from the bottom of my heart. Thank You 
Allan and good luck! Viva La Talislanta!
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Aanvil Keep-The Pale Steel of Aa
By A.R. Frost

Aanvil  Keep  was  an  old  keep  on the  southern 
shores of the Sea of Sorrows during the Cult Wars. It was 
destroyed by the Zandir Navy during the disastrous sea 

( View of Aanvil Keep from the Sea of Sorrows)

battle in the area.  The Aamanian's  abandoned it  shortly 
after the Great Barrier was completed.
       Or  so  it  was  thought  until  several  exiled  Mirin 
Alchemist agreed to produce special adamant weapons for 
the  Hierophant.  Once  L'serina  and  her  lover  Maliknoss 
decided to sell their skills to the All-Seeing Eye for gold 
lumens.  The  underground  forges  of  the  keep  where 
quickly  rekindled.  Within  a  few months  the  two where 
producing  adamant  weapons  and  armor  for  the  elite 
followers  of  Aa.  Monitor  Aalardio,  wanted  the  new 
weapons to be white like the Holy Light  of  Aa,  not  the 
traditional blue that the Mirin's where use to making. After 
many failed attempts, L'Serina mixed the skin of several 
Octomorph's into her alchemical mix and created a pale 
white colored adamant. The Pale Steel of Aa was created. 
They began to quickly produce long swords and maces of 
Pale Steel along with pale white plate armor, as good if not 
better then any weapons of war produced in the history of 
the Westernlands.

Monitor Aalardio was having the materials  they needed to 
create the Pale Steel shipped to them faster then they could 
use it. He assigned a group of sixteen Aamanian soldiers and 
Warrior-Priests to Aanvil Keep to provide security and help 
the  pair  of  Mirin  alchemists  with  the  menial  labor  that  is 
required  when  making  weapons  of  war.  Soon  every 
Aamanian in a position of authority will have weapons and 
armor of  Pale  Steel.  The Hierophant has  ordered that  the 
secret of the Pale Steel of Aa be kept at all costs. He plans on 
reveling the new power of Aa the All-Seeing at the upcoming 
Clash of Champions, when his champion mounts the arena 
enshrouded with the Pale Steel of Aa.

Aanvil Keep is inhabited by sixteen Aamanian's. Ten 
soldiers to guard the keep and the surrounding area. They 
also double as the labors doing all  the moving of supplies 
into  the  keep  and  the  loading  of  finished  arms  onto  the 
awaiting ships  that  make several  late  night  stops at  Aanvil 
Keep monthly. Each soldier as been issued a Pale Steel mace 
as a badge of honor for being selected as guards at such a 
high  priority  facility.  There  are  also  five  Warrior-Priests 
stationed  at  the  keep.  They  provide  leadership  for  the 
soldiers  and  insure  that  all  orders  are  handled  correctly. 
They obey the commands of the Mirin alchemist, but Derald 
has final say on all matters. The warrior-priests have all been 
issued Pale Steel arms and armor.

The  Aamanian  Witch  Hunter  known  as  Derald 
Stallinfarth,  is  truly  the one in control  of  Aanvil  Keep.  All 
orders go through him. No one or anything enters or exits 
the keep without his approval. He keeps an ever vigilant eye 
on the two Mirin alchemist and their bodyguard. He doesn't 
agree with the Faithful of Aa dealing with dregs of the north. 
But, he knows the arms that they are making the flock of Aa, 
only strengthen the followers of Aa. But if one of the heathen 
Mirin should backslide he is always ready to put them back 
inline. The  Snow  Queen  L’Rezzellia,  was  assassinated  and 
Royal  Prince  Merintos,control  of  L'Haan.  Royal  Prince 
Merintos, blatant refusal to follow Mirin customs and attempt 
to place his son Prince Jh'tiel on the throne was more then 
L'serina could bare. Fearing that L'Haan was about to irrupt 
into a civil war she fled to the lands of the south. Maliknoss 
followed his wife, refusing to leave her side. They traveled to 
the City of Cmyril in the seven Kingdoms. There they where 
approached by an agent of Monitor 
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Aalardio, asking if they would be willing to practice their 
talents at making adamant arms in the Aaman. After a quick 
journey to Ammahd and an unheard of audience with the 
Hierophant, they where taking to Aanvil Keep and began 
setting up their operation to produce adamant arms for the 
Aamanian's. L'serina's brother, Meringald also accompanied 
them on their journey to the southern lands. He does not 
agree  with  his  sisters  choice  of  providing  these  over 
religious zealots with superior Mirin arms. But he will not 
stop her or her husband from practicing their  trade.  He 
maintains a every watchful eye on their employers, hoping 
to be one step ahead of them encase they try to betray his 
sister.
Game Information:
Aanvil Keep is really an old Cult War ruins. All that is left of  
the  keep  is  a  few  weather  worn  stone  walls.  The  area 
described is actually an old cellar/storage/forge/ cave of the 
old keep. It's existence only known by a few. 

Guards  do  not  patrol  the  area  around  the  keep  at  any 
normal schedule. In an attempt to keep the keep's secrets 
hidden. Usually two soldiers and one warrior-priest will go 
outside and do a quick check of the area once or twice a 
day. At night the patrol will go outside an hour or so after 
dark  and  take  up a  look  out  from inside  the  old  keep, 
always returning before the sunrise.  All  supply deliveries 
and  arms  shipments  are  done  during  the  hours  of 
darkness. And usually only take about thirty minutes from 
the  time  the  ship  pulls  into  the  cove  and  then departs 
loaded with arms destined for Andurin.

(Red dot on southern shore of the Sea of Sorrow)

Food,  water,  and  the  materials  needed  to  make  the  Pale 
Steel are brought in once a week. Pale Steel weapons and 
armor are shipped out. At any given time there will only be 
3-5 weapons and 2-3 suits  of  armor being created in the 
keep. All finished arms are shipped out the following week. 
Pale Steel of Aa:
Pale Steel of Aa, is made in the same way that the Mirin's 
make their blue adamant. Except L'serina has devised a way 
to add the pigment from the Octomorph's skin to give the 
adamant a pale white appearance.

Adamant  Weapons:  Armor  only  provides  half  normal 
protection.
Adamant Armor: Double the PR value.

Pale Steel of Aa
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Aanvil Keep and the Pale Steel of Aa are two of the most 
important state secrets of Aaman. During the last two years 
of  it's  operations only a few hundred weapons and half 
that number in armor has been created. The Hierophant 
and his followers are not ready for the world to know that 
they  have  finally  begun  creating  superior  arms.  The 
Hierophant's ultimate goal  is  to equip all  of  his  soldiers 
and build a big enough reserve to equip all of his followers 
if the need arises.

Things to answer in your game:

Why  did  the  Mirin's  decide  to  sell  their  secrets  to  the 
Aamanian's? 
Will  Derald  decided  that  the  Mirin's  are  preforming 
witchcraft and slay the two alchemists?
Will  Maliknoss  or  Meringald  tire  of  Derald  and  slay  him, 
claiming that they were defending L'serina's honor?
Did a Zandir spy discover Aanvil Keep?
Use this information anyway that you feel it will benefit your 
game.
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Quick NPC Character Sheet

NAME: Aamanian Soldiers      (10)

RACE: Aamanian 

ARCHETYPE: Soldier (Modified Warrior-Priests)

STR: +2 DEX: 0

PER: 0 CHR: 0

CON: +2 SPD: +1

WILL: +3 INT: 0

CR: +3 MR: 0

HIT POINTS: 23

SPECIAL ABILITIES:

ABILITY: LVL RTG

None

WEAPON: RNG DR

Mace, Pale Steel* 8

Crossbow, Heavy 8

ARMOR: PR

Partial Plate, Black Iron 6

Shield, Black Iron

SKILLS: LVL ATT
R

RTG LANG: LVL RT
G

Mace 3 3 6 H, Talis 10

Crossbow, H 2 3 5

Shield 2 3 5

Oratory 3 0 3

Doctrine, 
Aa

5 0 5

Mnt,Combat 1 3 4

Ride 3 0 3

Guide 3 0 3

NOTES: These 10 soldiers provide the security at 
Aanvil  Keep. They also do all  the labor. Loading 
and unloading supplies for the Mirin Alchemists. 

Quick NPC Character Sheet

NAME: Aamanian Warrior-Priests    (5)

RACE: Aamanian

ARCHETYPE: Aamanian Warrior-Priests

STR: +2 DEX: 0

PER: 0 CHR: 0

CON: +1 SPD: 0

WILL: +3 INT: 0

CR: +3 MR: +3

HIT POINTS: 22

SPECIAL ABILITIES:

ABILITY: LVL RTG

None

WEAPON: RNG DR

ARMOR: PR

Partial Plate, Pale Steel* 6(12)

Shield, Pale Steel*

SKILLS: LVL ATTR RTG LANG: LVL RT
G

Mace 3 3 6 H, Talis 10

Crossbow, H 2 3 5

Shield 2 3 5

Oratory 3 0 3

Doctrine, 
Aa

5 0 5

Mnt,Combat 1 3 4

Ride 3 0 3

Guide 3 0 3

Invocation

3 Modes 3 3 6

NOTES: Supervises the soldiers, and the day today 
operations  of  Aanvil  Keep.  Order  all  supplies 
needed in the keep.
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Quick NPC Character Sheet

NAME: Derald Stallinfarth

RACE: Aamanian 

ARCHETYPE: Aamanian Witch Hunter

STR: +1 DEX: 0

PER: +2 CHR: -1

CON: +1 SPD: 0

WILL: +4 INT: +1

CR: +3 MR: +6

HIT POINTS: 20

SPECIAL ABILITIES:

ABILITY: LVL RTG

None

WEAPON: RNG DR

Longsword, Pale Steel* 8

Staff of the Eye 8

ARMOR: PR

Leather Armor 2

SKILLS: LVL ATTR RT
G

LANG: LVL RTG

Invocation H, Talis 10

5 modes 7 6 13

Longsword 5 3 8

Staff 3 3 6

Oratory 4 1 7

Doctrine, Aa 9 1 10

Tracking 5 4 9

Ride 2 0 2

Stealth 4 0 4

Astrology 3 1 4

NOTES: Veteran Witch Hunter. He is here to make sure 
that the Mirin alchemists only makes new weapons and 
armor. He never leaves L'serina's side. He believes she 
is only one small step away from practicing witchcraft.
*Pale Steel Longsword: Same properties as an adamant 
weapon. See Pale Steel above.

Quick NPC Character Sheet

NAME:  L'serina

RACE: Mirin

ARCHETYPE: Mirin Alchemist 

STR: 0 DEX: 0

PER: 0 CHR: 0

CON: +1 SPD: 0

WILL: +2 INT: +3

CR: +1 MR: +7

HIT POINTS: 20

SPECIAL ABILITIES:

ABILITY: LVL RTG

Immunity to Cold

Mending

WEAPON: RNG DR

Long Sword, Adamant 8

ARMOR: PR

Frostwere, Hide 2

SKILLS: LVL ATTR RTG LANG: LVL RTG

Alchemy 9 7 16 Elder 11

Longsword 1 1 2 H, Talis 5

Artificer 9 0 9

Merchant 5 0 5

Weaponer 10 0 10

NOTES:  She  fled  L'Haan  when,  Royal  Prince 
Merintos began his overthrow of the ruling elite. She 
was approached by an agent of Aa in Cmyril about 
making weapons for Aa. Having nothing better to do 
she agreed. 
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Quick NPC Character Sheet

NAME:  Maliknoss

RACE: Mirin

ARCHETYPE: Mirin Alchemist 

STR: 0 DEX: 0

PER: 0 CHR: 0

CON: +1 SPD: 0

WILL: +2 INT: +3

CR: +1 MR: +5

HIT POINTS: 20

SPECIAL ABILITIES:

ABILITY: LVL RTG

Immunity to Cold

Mending

WEAPON: RNG DR

Long Sword, Adamant 8

Dagger, Adamant 4

ARMOR: PR

Frostwere, Hide 2

SKILLS: LVL ATT
R

RTG LANG: LVL RT
G

Alchemy 7 5 11 Elder 10

Longsword 6 1 7 H, Talis 5

Artificer 7 0 7

Merchant 5 0 5

Armorer 12 0 12

Dagger 4 1 5

NOTES: He fled L'Haan when, L'serina did. He is 
in love with her and would follower her anywhere. 
He  hates  the  way  Derald,  is  always  staring  at 
L'serina. He fears that one day he will have to stick 
a  dagger  Derald's  back.  He  fears  specializes  in 
making adamant armor. Together they can make 
high quality gear.

Quick NPC Character Sheet

NAME: Meringald

RACE: Mirin

ARCHETYPE: Tundra Scout

STR: +1 DEX: +2

PER: +2 CHR: 0

CON: +2 SPD: 0

WILL: 0 INT: +1

CR: +7 MR: +1

HIT POINTS: 24

SPECIAL ABILITIES:

ABILITY: LVL RTG

Immunity to Cold

Mending

WEAPON: RNG DR

Broadsword, Adamant 8

Dagger, Adamant 4

ARMOR: PR

Partial, Plate: Adamant 6(12)

SKILLS: LVL ATTR RTG LANG: LVL RT
G

Broadsword 8 7 15 Elder 10

Crossbow L 6 7 13 H, Talis 3

Evade 6 7 13

Scout 4 2 6

Tactics 4 2 6

Tracking 6 2 8

Survival 6 2 8

Guard 4 2 6

Ride 3 2 5

Climbing 3 2 5

NOTES: L'serina is his little sister. He didn't want to 
leave L'Haan, but he couldn't let her go by herself. 
He  feels  she  is  settling  beneath  herself  with 
Maliknoss. He doesn't trust Derald at all. And he is 
constantly chastising L'serina for using her skills to 
benefit the followers of Aa.         
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The City Block:

By Lanndon Blackmon
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The Bridge

By Lanndon Blackmon
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City of Ammahd and Zanth:
By Alexine Pankhurst

The Capital of Zandu:
Zanth is a beautiful city of copper spires, minarets 
and arched causeways. Like Ammahd, the capital 
of Aaman, Zanth is built upon the ruins of the 
ancient  Phaedran city of Badijan. At the 
conclusion of the Cult Wars, the Great Barrier 
Wall was built through the center of the rubble, 
and the two nations each built new capitals on 
their portion of the wins.

The Sultan lives in Zanth, in a fabulous palace 
thinly layered with silver and gold. A second, 
adjacent palace houses the Sultan’s wives, which 
some claim exceed 4,000 in number.

The Capital City of Aamahd:
The capital of Aaman, Aamahd is the center of
all Aamanian trade, commerce and culture. The
Hierophant lives here in a mighty tower of ivory 
colored stone, attended by his most trusted 
advisors. Far below, thousands of low-ranking 
Aspirants and infidels toil, loading wagons and 
canal barges with ore and precious stones from 
Arim. The cargo is conveyed wherever the 
Hierophant dictates. 

Profits are tallied by the Monitors, and stored for 
safekeeping in the Hierophant’s Tower – heavily 
guarded by the Knights of the Theocratic Order.
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Execution-Aaman
By Jacqueline Bryk 

Heretic
It should not have been anything important. Just another heretic. The Abbey of Andurin was 

well-prepared for such things. The Theocratic Order had stationed cult guards at the usual spots. 
“The Courtyard of Justice is closed today for repairs to the flagstones,” they would say. “You 

mustn’t cut your feet. Step this way, pilgrim, and Aa’s beneficence be with you.”
But they came anyway, in twos and threes.  “I am coming to see a cousin, and his cell is just 

through here,” the pilgrims would say, and the guards would let them through. 
Or, “Of course, your Blessed Valor,” and they would leave the guards to their post, but there 

was no way of telling which slit above the courtyard their faces would appear in.
The ones with the most aalms would rarely bother with such formal falsehoods. Three 

Aspirants of the Tenth Order simply walked past. The novice guards could only bow, resentment 
boiling in their maille-covered hearts. 

It was lucky that the flagstones would not have cut the soft foot of a child. Even those of the 
Tenth Order had to push their way through the crowd of Andurian acolytes, most of whom were 
reluctant to give up any sort of ground—even to those of such an exalted status. The Aspirants found 
themselves in the middle of a cluster of excited nuns. Three lofty swans surrounded by cooing doves 
at a vulture’s feast. 

A clever eye could spot the Monitor. Up a level, half-hidden by the white linen curtains of 
some Andurian Aspirant’s window, her angled shoulders hunched over from hours of pouring over 

aalm tablets.  Those who did spot her immediately turned to the front again, some whispering 
prayers that the Monitor of Penance hadn’t spotted them in turn.

The susurrus of excited whispers suddenly ceased. Slowly, the mass of white parted to make a 
path to the old, stained sandstone dais at the western end of the courtyard. West—the direction of 
endings. There was a clatter of maille and boots. An honor guard for a heretic? Surely not.

And yet, there it was. Three in front, two to either side, three in the back. Try as they might, 
even the Aspirants could not catch more than a glimpse of the mass of black that seemed to float 
within its human confines. Behind the Theocratic box came an Aspirant of the Fifth Order, a Warrior-
Priest of Aa. He bore a basin of black iron and a glittering knife of the same, the sort one would use to 
prepare a meal or slit a throat. His face was set.

The procession made its way to the dais and ascended the three worn stairs. The row of 
empty space quickly re-flooded with white, the three Aspirants not managing to make it far before 
being surrounded by novices again.  The Theocratic Order still had not broken ranks around the 
heretic. Several acolytes were now actively craning their necks, trying to get a better look.
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The Warrior-Priest cleared his throat.
“Aa is Omniscient,” he intoned, glaring at the curious monks.
“Aa is Omniscient,” replied hundred of voices, from the courtyard and the apertures 

above.
“Aa is Omnificent,” said the Warrior-Priest, his dark complexion growing only slightly 

paler.
“Aa is Omnificent!”
“Aa is Omnipotent!”
“Aa is Omnipotent!” replied the Aamanians, raising their hands as one.
“My people, my friends,” began the priest, looking briefly in the direction of the Monitor, 

“and my superiors. It is not in celebration that we have gathered today, but in sorrow. One of our 
brethren has betrayed us, Aaman. Our sister has betrayed Aa himself.”

“Heretic!”
“Our sister has shamed the light of Aaman, brothers and sisters. For she has seen fit to 

look beyond her station and not be content with what Aa has given her!”
“Infidel!”
“She has the blood of a Pariah,” the Priest continued, his eyes wide, his finger pointed 

accusingly at the human prison, “yet she would seek to sate her carnal desires with a Monitor!”
Only the Aspirants of the Tenth Order were fast enough to scream “Blasphemer!” at the 

appointed time. The courtyard broke into a series of confused whispers and rustling.
From behind the curtains, the Monitor stirred. The Warrior-Priest swallowed 

imperceptibly and raised his hands for silence.  
“And for all this,” he said, turning to the soldiers of the Theocratic Order, “we have 

decided to offer her as a sacrifice to Aa the Merciful, that her blood might wash away the stain 
her sin leaves on the people of Aaman.”

At these words, the guards parted. What was left might be called a person, were it not 
swathed in black veils to hide the face of damnation from the assembled. The only skin visible was 
the hands, tied with rough black cord. The fingers were dark, and the back of each hand was branded 
with the Eye of Aa. They brought the heretic forward, forcing her to her knees. One of the guards 
took the bowl and placed it in front of her.

“Aa is merciful,” said the priest.
“Aa is merciful!”
“And he has seen fit, in his mercy, to allow the heretic to recant her sins.”
“Aa is indeed merciful,” said the Aspirants of the Tenth Order, and at a look from the Warrior-

Priest, the novices followed. At a nod from the Warrior-Priest, one of the guards ripped the dark veil 
from the bowed head of the heretic. 

She looked up, dazed. Her face was covered in dark ink, her sins transcribed on flesh. The 
rest of her head was bruised and burnt. The collective intake of breath was not at the horrors of the 
House of Penance, but rather at the look in her eyes. She didn’t look frightened or even contrite—she 
looked tired.
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“I am guilty,” she said, and her voice was that of a weary mother trying to convince her 
children to sleep. “I am guilty, but not of heresy. I am guilty only of loving one who ascended far 
faster than I, and so I come here to die. By the priests of Aa, I am judged to die and I will speak 
nothing against them nor He who is so benevolent. I pray only that Aa will keep the Monitor 
whom I loved and send her good health, and that he may have mercy on my soul.”

Only when she turned her green eyes upward did the crowd realize that the Monitor was 
on her feet. The heretic took a deep breath and blinked several times, as though trying to hold 
back tears.

“Madam,” she said, “I only hope that I have not offended you enough to keep me alive.”
Only the slight rustle of scale-maille in the breeze disrupted the awesome silence of the 

courtyard. The heretic and the Monitor looked at each other, and no one in the courtyard dared to 
look at either. 

“Kill her,” came the quiet voice of the Monitor. “She is an abomination in the sight of 
Aa.”

It was enough. The Warrior-Priest took up the knife as one of the Theocratic Order forced 
the heretic’s chin up with one gloved hand. The crowd in the courtyard collectively fell to one 
knee as the blade was drawn across the heretic’s throat in one quick stroke. Her blood splashed 
into the bowl, violently crimson against the black iron basin. The bright green eyes dimmed, and 
then rolled back as she fell into the waiting arms of the guards. Blood stained her dark robes and 
trickled onto the old sandstone dais, where countless heretics had died before her and doubtless 
many more would serve their turn in the future.

“It is done,” intoned the Warrior-Priest, turning away.
“It is done,” said the crowd, and began leaving as they had come, in surreptitious twos and 

threes.
Only the Monitor remained kneeling, her tears hidden by the white linen.
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Fan Art:
By Shinodari
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Evenessia, Sepharan High Priestess
By A.R. Frost

"Our mysteries are not meant for your eyes."
Life is about the lessons it teaches. While other races 
learned nothing but fear from demons, we Sepharans 
obtained a deeper comprehension. Born amid the 
chaos of the Nether Realm, we soon came to
understand that destruction is the heart of power, and 
pain its lifeblood. The Cult of Sephar teaches that 
demons are our brethren, and the Nether Ones our 
gods. Calligraphs are the means by which we tap into 
their terrible power, and the keys to complete 
enlightenment. It is time now for others to learn these 
truths, and we shall be the ones to teach them. 
      Evenessia, is currently traveling with four Ahazu 
Honor -Slaves. The where last seen at the Library of 
Jalaad. She is believed to be looking for several 
Sephar keys and attempting to summon the Neather 
Ones again. 

Quick NPC Character Sheet

NAME:  Evenessia

RACE: Sepharan

ARCHETYPE: High Priestess

STR: 0 DEX: +1

PER: +2 CHR: -1

CON: +1 SPD: 0

WILL: +5 INT: +2

CR: +4 MR: +9

HIT POINTS: 24

SPECIAL ABILITIES:

ABILITY: LVL RTG

WEAPON: RNG DR

Dagger,Bone +2 6

ARMOR: PR

Red Velvet Robes

SKILLS: LVL ATTR RTG LANG: LVL RTG

Dagger 8 4/2 14 Elder 3

Demon Eye 10 9 19 H, Talis 3

Attack Runic 10

Healing

Summon

Symbolatry 11 9 20

NOTES:  Symbolator: A master of  the Calligraph, your runes draw their 
power from demonkind,
empowering yourself and other Sepharans to better serve the Cult of
Sephar. Increase INT by 2 and MR by 2, reduce CR by 2, add Arcane Lore +4,
Symbolatry <6 Modes of choice> +5, Cult Rituals +8, Demon Lore +8, and ten
calligraphs (runic calligraphs no higher than level 12, sepharic calligraphs no

higher than level       
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Blast from the Past:

Ahazu: On the Warpath

(The Thrall warrior, Cesta, once worked as a mercenary guard on an expedition into the Junglelands. Her 
account of an attack by a band of Ahazu, as related to Tamerlin, follows)
"Far in the distance I heard the fierce shrieking howls of an Ahazu band on the warpath. There was little time 
to take defensive action. We herded the mounts into a grove of parasol trees and took cover behind a stand of 
thornwood. A moment later the Ahazu war party
came into view, running towards us through the dense undergrowth. Now I understood the reason for the 
Ahazu's striated skin: it helps them blend into the jungle shadows, and makes them difficult to see clearly.

We fired our crossbows as the first line of warriors came into range. The Ahazu took several casualties, but kept 
on coming. The magician, Balmundos, prepared to send a spell of fire into their midst. The Ahazu unleashed a 
hail of three-bladed throwing knives. That was the end of Balmundos. 

Another second and the Ahazu were upon us, leaping and scrambling over the thornwood barricade. Now the 
fight began in earnest. The four-armed warriors reveled in this type of close combat, where they enjoy a 
decided advantage. I countered with wide strokes of my
greatsword, using the long blade to keep the attackers at arm's length; an excellent strategy, but an inadequate 
response. The Ahazu were too many. They overran our position, until at last I was the only one of my group 
still standing. Surrounded and outnumbered, I could
devise no tactical response but to fight until the end.

Suddenly one of the Ahazu let out a blood-curdling scream. Frothing at the mouth, the creature set upon his 
own companions like one possessed, wielding a three-bladed knife in each of its four hands. From the other 
Ahazu I heard the cry, "Shan-Ya!", repeated several
times. While they were occupied with the mad one I made a strategic withdrawal into the jungle."

© 1994 SMS

Phases of the Moons: From the Worldbook

Also in orbit around Archaeus are its seven moons, each of which reigns in its full phase over one of 
the 49-day months of the world. These moons (and months) are – purple Ardan, the moon of romantic love; 
amber Drone, which is associated with protection and conjuration; crimson Jhang, whose light shines kindly 
on hunters and warriors; blue Laeolis, the Moon of Sorrow: green Phandir, sphere of mystery and reputed to 
be a home of Destiny; silver Talisandre, a capricious influence; and black Zar, an ally of Death. Each of the 
seven months consists of seven weeks, each of which has seven days.
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Current Games:
You never know who is located just across town from you that wants to play.

Who's running the 
Game

Location Contact 
Information

Allan “Big Ugly” Frost Carlsbad, NM biguglydesigns@yahoo.com

Jacqueline Bryk University of Delaware jmbrk@udel.edu
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Links:
http://talislanta.com/           Talislanta.com “Still No Elves!”
Google+ Talislanta Forum                                                             Google+ Talislanta Forum
http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/Talislanta/                        Yahoo Group (Mailing List)
http://www.thepiazza.org.uk/bb/viewforum.php?f=61           Talislanta Forum
http://mytalislanta.wordpress.com/           Talislanta Blog 
http://adam-black.deviantart.com/           Adam Blacks Deviant Art 
pagelocuscomics.com           Adam Blacks Comic page
http://depassage.deviantart.com/                        Talislanta French Cartographer
http://shinodari.deviantart.com/           Shinodari Talislanta Fan Art
http://alexine-pankhurst.deviantart.com/                                       Alexine-Pankhurst Talislanta City Art
Lanndon Blackmon's Maps                                                             Lanndon Blackmon Maps
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http://alexine-pankhurst.deviantart.com/
http://shinodari.deviantart.com/
http://depassage.deviantart.com/
http://www.deviantart.com/users/outgoing?http://locuscomics.com
http://adam-black.deviantart.com/
http://mytalislanta.wordpress.com/
http://www.thepiazza.org.uk/bb/viewforum.php?f=61
https://plus.google.com/communities/116551534357549477172?hl=en&partnerid=gplp0
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Submission Guidelines:
Shan-Ya - The Madness Known as Talislanta

The first issue is scheduled to be published December 7th ,2013. With each following issue published in three 
month intervals. 

Submissions for Shan-Ya, will be accepted up to two weeks from the current issues publish date.  Submission 
for the 1st issue should be submitted by November 24th, 2013. Submissions not received within two weeks of 
the upcoming Shan-Ya release will automatically roll-over for release in the next issues.  

Any submissions not included in the upcoming release of Shan-Ya, due to space limitations, will appear in a 
future issue. 

All submissions will be acknowledged by email. Any material submitted to Shan-Ya for publication retains all 
copyrights of the original Author or current Rightsholder. By submitting it to us you are giving us permission 
to publish your works in a non-profit digital publication.

Here are the guidelines for submission:

*Please include your name as you want it to appear on your submission. You may also include any website 
info, or an e-mail address. At your discretion, this will be posted on the “Links” page so the readers will have 
access to them.

*If submitting an article, please send it as any word-text document usable by Open Office - not in a pdf. For the 
first few issues please keep your submission to six pages or less. We want to keep Shan-Ya between 25-35 
pages at first. Shan-Ya will be written in 12-8 point Arial font.

*If you have an adventure you wish to have published that is longer then six pages, please contact the 
publisher about possible breaking in down between two to three issues. 

*Due to limitations on space or layout, it is quite possible you may be asked to make some revisions to your 
work. Should you desire an editor can make them on your behalf. Great effort will be taken to ensure nothing 
crucial is cut or altered in your work. This is usually just simple rewording and/or sentence condensing or 
article expansion. The exact space requirements for each issue will be unique and thus changes may be 
needed. In all cases you will be asked to sign off on any changes before your material is published in Shan-Ya.

*If sending artwork, please send it in an acceptable file format. Pretty much any thing but in a pdf. Artwork can 
be any thing that you have drawn, or a picture that has no ownership rights of a real life area or place that fits 
in with your article.

*Please, feel free to submit more than one article, and submit different materials.

*By submitting your materials, you understand that this a fan done fanzine and it is not intended to make a 
profit. Shan-Ya or it's publisher does not claim to own anything you submitted. It is here simply to get it out 
there into the Talislanta world. Shan-Ya, itself will also disclaim that this is indeed a fan project, and that we are 
in no way directly affiliated with Stephan Michael Sechi, or anyone currently owning right to Talislanta.

If you have any questions, please feel free to e-mail the publisher of the Shan-Ya fanzine 
biguglydesigns@yahoo.com.
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